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Abstract
Recent computational and experimental studies have confirmed that high energy

cascades produce clustered defects of both vacancy- and interstitial-types as well as isolated
point defects. However, the production probability, configuration, stability and other
characteristics of the cascade clusters are not well understood in spite of the fact that clustered
defect production would substantially affect the irradiation-induced microstructures and the
consequent property changes in a certain range of temperatures and displacement rates. In this
work, a model of point defect and cluster evolution in irradiated materials under cascade
damage conditions was developed by combining the conventional reaction rate theory and the
results from the latest molecular dynamics simulation studies. This paper provides a
description of the model and a model-based fundamental investigation of the influence of
configuration, production efficiency and the initial size distribution of cascade-produced
vacancy clusters. In addition, using the model, issues on characterizing cascade-induced defect
production by microstructural analysis will be discussed . In particular, the determination of
cascade vacancy cluster configuration, surviving defect production efficiency and cascade-
interaction volume is attempted by analyzing the temperature dependence of swelling rate and
loop growth rate in austenitic steels and model alloys.
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Introduction
Production of cascade vacancy clusters has long been observed in experiments[l-3]

and demonstrated by computer simulation studies [4-6]. Generally, vacancy clusters are
thermally stable at low to medium temperatures. Vacancy clusters, which are randomly
introduced at very high production rates and possess a long lifetime, should impose great
influences on point defect processes, microstructural evolution and resultant property changes
in irradiated materials. Production of interstitial clusters in the periphery of cascade core
regions is demonstrated by computer simulation studies as well [5-7]. Interstitial clusters in
fee metals appear to be very mobile and to move to sinks quickly under a stress field gradient
in the defective lattice [8]. Modeling studies have shown this influences the partitioning of
interstitial atoms to various kinds of sinks significantly in certain microstructural conditions
[8-10]. However, in heavily irradiated materials where the sink density is very high, clustered
interstitials tend to behave in a way similar to single interstitials do.

There have been some models of microstructural evolution in irradiated materials
which include a description of cascade cluster evolution [11-14]. These models have been to
some extent successful in assessing the effects of cascade vacancy cluster production
qualitatively. However, recent molecular dynamics investigations of cascade defect
production reveal that the initial size distribution of cascade vacancy clusters might be largely
different from the assumption in those models [5,7]. In this work, a model of defect evolution
in irradiated materials was developed, taking account of cascade vacancy cluster production in
various manners according to the latest molecular dynamics simulation results. Using the
developed model, the influences of cascade vacancy cluster production, configuration,
clustering fraction and initial size distribution on the effec ve point defect flux and
microstructural evolution were investigated.

Microstructural and microchemical changes as consequences of defect migration and
accumulation are generally understood to be responsible for the irradiation-induced property
degradation in fusion reactor materials. Therefore, the defect production characteristics and
the effective flux of freely migrating point defects under cascade damage conditions are
among the key issues to assess the materials behavior under fusion environment by
mechanistic modeling. Attempts to clarify the defect production efficiency have been made
for years both by experiments and computation. Computer simulations of cascade events by
means of molecular dynamics has shown 10 to 20 percent of surviving defect fractions (SDF)
in typical fee metals at elevated temperatures [7,15,16]. SDF here is the number of cascade-
produced Frenkel pairs, which survived in-cascade recombination by the end of the cascade
cooling phase, relative to the number of displacements determined by the NRT definition.
Since the produced defects are localized within or at the periphery of cascade core regions at
the end of atomic process simulations, the SDF quoted above should be the maximum value of
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the cascade-escaping defect fraction, which must be more or less smaller. Stochastic annealing
simulations have provided some quantitative information on this issue [17,18], however,
understanding of the effect of localized defect production is still insufficient. Results from the
maximum swelling rate measurements are generally consistent with the calculated SDF at
high temperatures, however, effective free defect production rates derived from other
experiments including loop growth measurement [19,20] and radiation induced segregation
[21] or radiation induced diffusion analyses [22] yielded to as low as several tenth percent.
This discrepancy is most likely attributed to the effect of fine defect structures in part due to
the complexity of defect production behavior particular to high energy cascade [23]. Such
microstructural effect should influence swelling rates as well but have never been assessed
systematically.

In the latter part of this paper, issues related to characterization of cascade-induced
defect production by microstructural analysis, including swelling rate analysis in reactor-
irradiated austenitic alloys and loop growth rate analysis in electron- and heavy ion-irradiated
austenitic model alloy, are discussed.

Model description
Primary defect production

Computer simulation studies revealed the approximate number of Frenkel pairs

produced by a certain energy recoil and the spatial distribution of defects at the end of the

cascade cooling phase. This provides information on primary defect production such as defect

production efficiency relative to NRT-dpa, clustered defect fractions and the cluster size

distribution [24]. The effect of the spatial distribution of the defects relevant to high energy

cascades, i.e., a vacancy rich region at the sub-cascade core surrounded by an interstitial-rich

periphery, is not clear at present and therefore was not included in the current model. One

affect of this distribution might be to reduce the escaping defect fraction.

From visual observation of the molecular dynamics simulation results in reference [7],

the initial size distribution of cascade-produced vacancy clusters is fitted to exponential

functions in this study. Then, the production rates of isolated vacancies and vacancy clusters

are described as follows,

£exp[p(*-l)]

-1)1
Ji (2)

k=l
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where Gdpa is a displacement rate in dpa, r\ is a surviving defect fraction (SDF) relative to

NRT-dpa, x is a fraction of cascade-produced vacancies collapse into clusters (CDFv), Dv is

the vacancy diffusivity, C'v is the equilibrium vacancy concentration near sink classified j , St
J, is

the strength of the sink j , N^ is the maximum number of vacancies in cascade-produced

clusters and p is a variable parameter which gives the initial size distribution of cascade

vacancy clusters. The thermal emission term in equation (1) includes vacancy emission from

small clusters such as di-vacancies or tri-vacancies. In the base case calculation NinaK and the

exponent/? were set to 15 and -0.50, respectively, both of which were varied in a parametric

analysis.

The in-cascade production of clustered interstitials was not included in this study. A

preliminary calculation suggested that including interstitial clusters which migrate as easily as

single interstitials does not significantly alter the defect flux when a high density of sinks

exists. However, the influences of the production and mobility of interstitial clusters still need

to be assessed for certain irradiation and material conditions.

Defect cluster evolution

Rate equations for concentration changes of vacancy clusters of individual sizes were

formulated so that the influence of the initial cascade vacancy cluster size distribution could be

seen. The time derivatives of vacancy and interstitial concentrations are expressed as follows,

(4)

where Gt(l) is the isolated interstitial production rate including terms from small cluster

evolution. Nv and Ni are the number of vacancies and interstitials, respectively, in the clusters

of the largest size in the calculation. Nv and A7,, are taken to be 500 and 50, respectively, in this

study after confirming that replacing with significantly larger values do not affect the point

defect concentrations. C\, and C, are the concentrations of vacancy- and interstitial-clusters

consisting of j defects. Their time derivatives are given below.

Gv(j) + aiH)vCu_l)vCv + Cu+])v[au+l)vCi + Py+1)v]
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(6)

In equations (3) - (6), a and (3 are the rate constants for clustering and dissociation reactions
which are given by combinatorial numbers, the vibrational frequency of the jumping defect,
activation energy of the defect jump and the binding energy of the clusters [14,25]. Stable
configurations of vacancy clusters in metals are usually found to be dislocation loops, voids or
stacking fault tetrahedra (sft). The energies of such vacancy clusters have been derived by
many authors. In this work, the energy expressions compiled by Zinkle, et al. [26] are used
because of the validity to very small sizes. The base case parameters used in this study are
summarized in table 1.

The objective of the current work is to clarify how the state of primary defect
production influences the point defect flux. The point defect concentrations are essentially in
equilibrium with a given microstructural condition because microstructural features such as
grain boundaries, dislocations and cavities evolve much slower than the time constant for
point defect concentration changes. Therefore, the steady-state solution was employed to
calculate the defect concentrations.

Results and discussion

Influence ofCVC configuration

The stability of vacancy clusters apparently depends very strongly on temperature,
regardless of their configuration. At very high temperatures, cascade vacancy clusters
disappear very quickly through emitting vacancies and consequently the cluster production
does not affect the mean point defect flux in matrix. At very low temperatures, on the other
hand, cascade vacancy clusters become the major site of point defect recombination and
disappear mostly by the cascade-interaction. At intermediate temperatures, the behavior of
vacancy clusters is determined by their configuration, or thermal stability, and interaction with
migrating point defects.

Fig. 1 shows the temperature dependence of single point defect concentration with or
without cascade vacancy cluster production. This figure also compares the influence of CVC
production in different configurations, namely microvoids, faulted loops and stacking fault
tetrahedra. The base case set of parameters were used for this calculation. Since the vacancy
clusters produced by cascades are generally very small, combinatorial numbers for clustering
or dissociation were assumed to be independent of cluster configuration. Therefore, the effects
of cluster configuration here are solely through their thermal stability. The calculated effect of
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CVC as faulted loops is close to that for the case of voids. This arises largely to the fact that
the energy of very small loops (e.g., tri-vacancy, etc.) are replaced with the energy of the
voids, because they are calculated unrealistically large by Kroupa's model [26]. Dislocation
loops with a long range elastic field are often thought to possess significant interstitial bias and
consequently have a much shorter life time compared to vacancy clusters in other
configurations. However, it is hard to believe that very small vacancy clusters take such a high
energy configuration that have a long range strain field when they can take other lower energy
configurations.

In Fig. 2, the equivalent sink strength of the vacancy clusters is plotted against
temperature, for the cases of no CVC production and CVC production as microvoids and sft.
The vacancy cluster sink strength was estimated by the following equation.

When we compare the vacancy cluster sink strength with the typical dislocation sink strength
in heavily irradiated austenitic steels, which is plotted together in Fig. 2, it might be noted that
the influences of CVC production become significant when vacancy cluster sink strength is
comparable with or greater than the dislocation sink strength, or more generally, sink strength
of other mierostructural defects which determine the properties of the material.

Fig. 3 compares the thermal lifetime and the irradiated lifetime, under a typical
reactor-irradiation condition, relative to the thermal lifetime of a vacancy cluster in the form
of microvoid or sft. Vacancy cluster size here was taken to be 10 vacancies. The irradiated life
time appeared to be close to the thermal lifetime, or at the longest about 1.5 times of the
thermal lifetime under typical microstruclural conditions and no longer than 1.7 times of the
thermal lifetime even under weak sink conditions where dislocation sink strength were taken
to be 1/10 of the typical cases. This result leads to the following approximate guideline for the
critical condition of a significant influence of cascade vacancy clusters,

(8)

where xh, is a thermal life time of vacancy clusters and prf is a dislocation density.

Influence of clustered vacancy fraction

The fraction of cascade-produced vacancies which collapse into clusters (CDFv) is
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one of the major points of interest. CDFv calculated by molecular dynamics typically falls
around 0.6 but deviates by about ±0.1 to 0.2 [7]. The result of a calculation to see the effect of
CDFv on point defect partitioning is shown in Figs. 4 A and B, in which the point defect
recombination fractions in bulk, at vacancy clusters and at other sinks are plotted against
CDFv. In the case of Fig. 4A, where the dislocation density was taken to be 10'4 m \ vacancy
cluster production by cascades reduces the defect flux to sinks only by small fractions even
when CDFv is close to 1. The value of 1014 m'2 is close to but somewhat smaller than typical
dislocation densities in irradiated austenitic stainless steels at this temperature.

In the Fig. 4B case, the dislocation density was taken to be 1013 m'2. Although some
austenitic model alloys exhibit an irradiated dislocation density as low as this, this artificial
condition was chosen to demonstrate the influence of CDFv when it was expected to be most
prominent within a 0.1 to 1.0 range. When CDFv is increased from 0.5 to 0.6, the point defect
flux to sinks decreases by about 15 percent. The influence on CDFv on the temperature
dependence of the swelling rate is calculated for the cases that cascades produce microvoids or
sft and shown in Fig. 5. This result confirms that major differences in CDFv in the vicinity of
0.5 might alter the swelling rate only by small fractions.

Influence of initial CVC size distribution

In conventional rate theory models including cascade vacancy cluster evolution, it
has been assumed that clusters of an average size (N) are produced at the rate equal to
Gdpa-r|-CDFv / N [11-14]. Such an assumption apparently overestimates the average stability of
clusters, therefore, it is important to know how a more practical initial size distribution
influences the results. Fig. 6A compares the temperature dependence of the swelling rate when
the initial size distribution of cascade vacancy clusters follows equation (2) and cascade
clusters consisting of 10 vacancies are exclusively produced. In the latter case, the suppression
of free defect concentration occurs from higher temperatures. The temperature dependence
shift of average sink strength of vacancy clusters, which appears as a swelling rate suppression
in Fig. 6A, had a different implication in swelling rate analysis in a previous work [27] and the
current study.

In Fig. 6B, the effect of the maximum size of cascade-produced vacancy clusters and
the exponent in the size distribution function, expressed as Nmax and p in equation (2),
respectively, on swelling rate is presented. In this analysis, temperature and cluster
configuration were chosen to be 723K and stacking fault tetrahedron so that the influence of
an average cluster stability could clearly be seen. The result shows that, in general, A ^ greater
than 10 imposes only a very small influence on defect flux to sinks unless p is close to 0.
Therefore, from the viewpoint of microstructural evolution, production of large vacancy
clusters at relatively small probability is not very important. On the other hand, the value of/?
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affects the free defect flux significantly. As shown in the inset to Fig. 6B, decreasing p by 0.25

increases the production rate of 12-vacancy clusters by about 10 times, and this sensitivity is

mostly responsible for the defect flux changes, p is expected to positively correlate with the

damage energy of the primary knock-on atoms, though molecular dynamics simulation results

so far do not clearly exhibit such a tendency [7].

Defect production characterization hy swelling rate analysis

As discussed in the previous sections, the most apparent effect of cascade cluster

production on microstructural evolution is through suppression of free defect flux to sinks.

Analyzing swelling rate is a quick way to characterize the defect production, because (1)

swelling rate is proportional to the free defect flux to sinks, (2) swelling rate is an averaged

measure of defect partitioning between different kinds of sinks, therefore localized fluctuation

of defect flow can be ignored, (3) swelling rate can be measured as a function of irradiation

temperature with relatively small uncertainty, and (4) considerable amount of experimental

data have been accumulated especially for austenitic alloys. On the other hand, negative issues

include uncertainty of dislocation-interstitial bias, the roll of precipitates, the roll of other

defects which are invisible by ordinary microstructural examination represented by

transmission electron microscopy.

Data of swelling rate in austenitic steels and model alloys from reactor irradiation

experiments are summarized in table 2 [28-34]. Swelling rates were derived assuming linear

swelling when not provided in literature. Therefore, swelling rates might be somewhat

underestimated in case number of data points were insufficient. It should be noted that in

many cases core components of fast reactors exhibit significantly larger swelling than the

identical material does in material irradiation experiments, probably due to the effects of stress

field and complex irradiation history. In table 2, supplemental microstructural data are

attached when available. The 47tNcrc column corresponds to cavity sink strength, ignoring

multiple-sink correction factors. Dislocation sink strength, according to formulation in

reference [35], typically falls to 1 ~ 2 times of the dislocation line density. This factor tends to

increase with the increasing dislocation density. However, assumed homogeneous dislocation

distribution underestimates the effective mean dislocation spacing and consequently

overestimates dislocation sink strength under high dislocation density conditions where spatial

distribution of dislocations is considerably inhomogeneous. Therefore, in this study,

dislocation sink strength is assumed to be equal to the line density. From the general trend in

table 2, dislocation density and cavity number density are assumed to follow the temperature

dependence below.

pdQrr2) = 2.32 x 1018 -expI-0.01157X70] (9)
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Nc(m-3) = 1.35x 1028 • exp[-0.023r(A:)] (10)

The model used in this study is based on a comprehensive model of microstructural
evolution developed by Katoh, Stoller and Kohyama [36] but modified to include cascade
cluster production in more complex manner. SDF, clustered vacancy fraction (CDFv),
maximum cascade vacancy cluster size (N^J) and the exponent of size distribution function (p)

are taken as 0.15, 0.65 times SDF, 15 and -0.5, respectively, unless otherwise noted. Stacking
fault tetrahedra, microvoids and faulted dislocation loops were considered as a possible
vacancy cluster configuration. Energy expression of vacancy clusters in reference [26] was
used, but reduced surface energy was employed on microvoid energy calculation to account
for the effect of indefinite surface of very tiny void.

The calculated temperature dependence of swelling rate under sink conditions
described above, which are typical in austenitic steels heavily irradiated in reactors, is shown
in Fig. 7 for the cases of no cascade vacancy cluster (CVC) production (i.e., CDFv = 0) and
CVC's make microvoids, faulted loops or sft. Under dense sink conditions used in this set of
calculation, major part of free point defects annihilate at sinks even at the lowest temperature
here or 623 K. Therefore, swelling rate when cascades do not produce clusters is determined
mostly by relative sink strength of cavities, biased dislocations and grain boundaries. The
reason for the reduced swelling rate at lower temperatures in the no CVC case is the increased
dislocation sink strength relative to that of cavities'. Similarly, at high temperatures swelling
rate also decreases slightly due to increased contribution of grain boundaries. Swelling rate is
likely to be significantly influenced by the grain size at above 773 K under typical range of
grain sizes in austenitic stainless steels. The influence of CVC production appears as a sleep
drop of swelling rate below a certain temperature. The criteria for this swelling suppression is
discussed before. The current model ignores the effect of cascade overlapping on vacancy
cluster evolution. Including such effect should make the slope less inclined at low
temperatures.

The swelling rate data summarized in table 2 are plotted together in Fig. 7. The
experimental data points and hatches generally fall below the calculated 'no CVC' curve
below 723K and the discrepancy tends to enlarge with the decreasing temperature. This trend
of temperature dependence is consistent with the model calculation considering CVC
production as sft. Vacancy clusters should relax into the most stable form, namely sft in this
case, before long time at elevated temperatures. However, vacancy clusters of only limited
sizes, such as 3-v, 6-v, 10-v and 15-v, can take a perfect sft configuration and so the clusters of
other sizes have larger energy than of perfect sft even if they take similar morphologies. The
fact that the data points / hatches in Fig. 7 scatter around the calculated 'sft' curve but in
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general somewhat biased toward 'loop' or 'microvoid' side except for the abnormally low-
swelling cases suggests that cascade vacancy clusters of relatively large sizes transform into
sft or similar lowest energy configurations, depending on their sizes, within their early life
period.

Besides complex effect of microstruclurcs, difficulties in quantitative discussion on
swelling rate reside in that swelling rate in ideal conditions is determined by the product of
two unknown factors, namely SDF and bias factor. In Figs. 8A and B, the influences of SDF
and bias factor z on temperature dependence of swelling rate with or without CVC production
are shown, respectively. In this paper, z is defined as sink strength of dislocations against
interstitials relative to that against vacancies.

From this calculation, it is obvious that any combination of SDF and z within their reasonable
ranges can not explain the experimentally obtained trend of temperature dependence of
swelling rate.

It should also be noted that, in case cascades produce vacancy clusters, the influences
of SDF and z in Figs. 8A and B are apparently unlike. This is because the relationship between
swelling rate, SDF and z described above is not valid any more when CVC's consume
significant fraction of point defects which otherwise go to dislocations or cavities. When SDF
is increased, swelling rate suppression due to vacancy clusters occurs below higher
temperature, because the CVC production rate is proportional to SDF. Meanwhile, practically
z does not affect the CVC evolution and simply contribute to swelling rate regardless of
temperature. Therefore, SDF and z may possibly be determined separately when the nature
and behavior of CVC are well understood.

The calculated relationship between swelling rale, SDF and z when no cascade
clusters are produced is shown in Fig. 9. In this calculation, temperature of 773 K was chosen
so that experimentally obtained swelling rate is not significantly influenced by either cascade
clusters or grain boundaries. Although effective z may vary depending on sink conditions,
temperature and solute segregation, very small SDF as low as a few percent derived from
some experiments requires unrealistic large z, when several tenth percent per dpa of swelling
rates arc observed even in almost precipitates-free model austenitic alloys.

Cascade damage characterization by hop growth measurement
Growth rate of dislocation loops could be another measure of the free defect flux.

Frank loops as interstitial clusters hardly emit intcrstitials or vacancies at temperatures they
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can nucleate through free defect clustering. Therefore, radial growth rate of a faulted loop of
interstitial type in fee metals is written as

(12)

where 6 is Burger's vector magnitude and z/v are the bias factors. Assuming the bulk

dominating condition during early stages of microstructural development in annealed

materials, relative production rate of freely migrating point defects can simply be derived by

loop growth rate comparison [20]. In this approach, in spite of the advantage that experiments

could be done in a well defined experimental environment, the influence of cascade cluster

production has to be clarified to validate the result, because a build-up of cascade vacancy

clusters occurs in low temperature and high displacement rate conditions in experiments for

this purpose.

The model used for loop growth analysis is essentially same as that used in swelling

rate analysis. Loop number density was given as an external parameter.

N, (m~3) = 1.24 x 1O32 • exp[-0.03457\/O] (13)

Since the effect of cascade overlapping is not modeled here, equilibrium vacancy cluster

concentration becomes unrealistically high under certain combinations of displacement rate

and temperature. In such cases, calculation was terminated as soon as the total concentration

of vacancy clusters reached 10'5 and point defect concentrations at that moment were regarded

as those in steady-state.

Calculated effect of cascade characteristics, namely reduced SDF and vacancy cluster

production, on temperature dependence of loop growth rate at displacement rates of 10"6 dpa/s

and W4 dpa/s are shown in Figs. 10A and B, respectively. SDF is actually a relative damage

rate, hence the loop growth rate is proportional to SDF"2 ~ SDF' depending on irradiation and

sink conditions, except for high temperature cases. Effect of CVC production is more sensitive

to temperature than observed in the swelling rate analysis. At the damage rate of 10"4 dpa/s,

saturation of vacancy cluster concentration is observed below about 700K. Therefore, it

should be reasonable to understand that observed loop growth rate differences in lMeV

electron and 4MeV Cu ion irradiation experiments represent the effects of SDF and saturated

vacancy cluster concentration under a cascade-overlapping condition.

In Fig. 11, calculated relationship between loop growth rate and saturated vacancy

cluster concentration at 623K and 10"1 dpa/s is presented. The point at which loop growth rate

starts decreasing shows the approximate concentration of vacancy clusters when their sink
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strength is comparable with the loop sink strength. In reference [20], loop growth rate in

4MeV Cu ion irradiation experiment was in average about 1/10 of that in electron irradiation.

When SDF is assumed to be 0.15 for the Cu ion case, contribution of the SDF difference

should be about 0.4, and therefore the rest 0.25 might be attributed to the effect of vacancy

clusters. Vacancy cluster concentration in this case is estimated from the following

relationship,

Lh±.c:cl=2nrlNl • (14)
3 ao

where zvd is the averaged combinatorial number of vacancy clusters with point defects and ao is

the lattice parameter. Estimating the loop sink strength to be about 10'5 m2 from

microstructural information, and assuming zvd = 10\ the vacancy cluster concentration yields

to C\cl = 4xlO'6. Meanwhile, when CVC's annihilate only by cascade-overlapping, saturated

vacancy cluster concentration is determined as follows.

(15)

Here, Gvd is a vacancy cluster production rate, GK is a sub-cascade production rate and Vsc is a

mixing volume per sub-cascade. From the relationship below,

¥i± = JlnL_ ( i6)

the condition Cvc/= 4 x 10 6 , Ns
F

c
P=l0 (average number of Frenkcl pairs per sub-cascade),

N"c = 3.0 (average number of vacancies in CVC) leads to a sub-cascade interaction radius,

where Q. is an atomic volume. Assuming sub-cascade damage energy (Tsc) of 30keV (26keV

and 33keV of damage energy per sub-cascade calculated by binary collision approximation

are reported for Cu and Fe, respectively [37] ), derived ric is somewhat larger than, or about

1.7 times, the outer radius of interstitial cluster shell, empirically derived as

r{a0) = l\Tsc(keV)\ ' from molecular dynamics simulations by Foreman, et al. [38], where

significantly high transient interstitials flux during the cascade event is expected. The
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discrepancy could be attributed to difference of interaction radius and interstitial cluster shell
radius, difference in damage energy in molecular dynamics simulation used as a model basis,
ignored mobility of small vacancy clusters or insufficient understanding of cascade interaction
behavior. However, the result of this comparison supports the implication that free defect flux
is determined by the vacancy cluster concentration saturated by cascade interaction.

Conclusions
A model of point defect and cluster evolution in irradiated materials was developed

by combining conventional reaction rate theory and results from the latest molecular dynamics
simulation studies. Using the developed model, influences of configuration, production
efficiency and initial size distribution of cascade-produced vacancy clusters were first
investigated, and then determination of cascade-produced defect characteristics, such as
surviving defect production efficiency and cascade cluster configuration, was attempted by
means of swelling and loop growth analysis.

It was shown that point defect flux is largely influenced by the production of cascade
vacancy clusters in stable configurations, and the criterion for significant influence by vacancy
clusters was provided in terms of equivalent sink strength. The calculation also showed that
point defect flux is not sensitive to the clustered fracion of cascade-produced vacancies but to
the initial cluster size distribution, especially to a parameter in the exponential size distribution
function. Understanding the correlation of such defect production parameters with the damage
energy spectrum will be helpful for studies on the effect of neutron energy spectra.

An investigation on the temperature dependence of swelling suggested that CVC in
austenitic alloys relax into stacking fault tetrahedra or similar lowest energy configurations
during their early life and then act as effective sinks of point defects below a certain
temperature. Effects of surviving defect fraction and dislocation-interstitial bias on
temperature dependence of swelling rate appeared dissimilar when CVC effect was significant.
The loop growth rate analysis showed that the CVC production is likely to be the major cause
of the rate suppression at relatively low temperatures. Steady-state vacancy cluster
concentration was estimated from the analysis, and the contribution of cascade-overlapping
was discussed in terms of cascade interaction radius.
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value unit
Irradiation parameters:

Displacement rate
Surviving defect fraction
Clustered vacancy fraction
Maximum CVC size
CVC size distribution function exponent (see text)

Material parameters:
Vacancy diffusivity pre-exponential
SIA diffusivity pre-exponential
Vacancy formation energy
Vacancy migration energy
SIA migration energy
Di- and Tri-interstitial binding energy
Lattice parameter
Dislocation-interstitial bias factor
Stacking fault energy
Surface free energy 1.0-1

106

0.15*
0.65*
15*
-0.50*

5 x lO"5

5 x 10"6

1.50
1.40
0.85
1.35, 1.75
3.56 x 10"'°
1.10
4 x 10"2

.8 x 10'3 x (T-773)

dpa/s

m2/s
m2/s
eV
eV
eV
eV
m

J/m2

J/m2

* Base case parameters. Varied in parametric analysis.

Tab. 1 - List of parameters.
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Experiment Temperature Swelling rate(%/dpa) pd (m'2) 47cNcrc (m'2)

JPCA-SA [28]
(FFTF/MOTA)

JPCA-CW [28]
(FFTF/MOTA)
Fe-15Cr-25Ni[29]
(EBR-II)

316SS-CW[3O]
(FFTF)

Fe-15Cr-20Ni[31]
(JOYO)

316SS-CW[?1]
(JOYO)

316SS-CW[32]
(FBRs)

JPCA-SA[33] (HFIR)
316SS-SA[34]
(HFIR)

663K
683K
733K
793K
663K
683K
727K
755K
783K
708-753K
753-763K
763-853K
749K
845K
894K
749K
845K
894K
650-692K
717-758K
782-835K
773K
673K
773K

0.011
0.026
0.008
0.33
0.0024
0.020
0.04-0.08
0.02-0.05
0.03-0.05
0.1-0.2
0.2-0.4
0.2-0.7
0.4
0.7
0.01
0.005
0.1
0.04
0.1-0.3
0.4-0.8
0.3-0.8
0.14
0.01
0.05

2.4X10'5

2.6X1015

9.6xlOu

7.2xlOu

2.5xl015

2.2xlO15

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
1.4xlO14

6.6x10"
1.1x10"
3.1xl014

4.3xlO13

2.8xl013

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
5.7X1014

2.0X1014

1.5xlO14

3.7xlO14

1.8x10"
3.3x10"
3.0x10"
3.2X1014

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
2.3xlOM

3.2x10"
2.1x10"
7.2x10"
3.9xlO12

l.OxlO12

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
l.OxlO15

l.lxlO14

N/A: Not available

Tab. 2 - Data on swelling rate of austenitic steels and model alloys
from reactor irradiation experiments.
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